Educational chat in nursing: possibilities of interaction in the virtual environment*

ABSTRACT
This documentary case study was performed using a qualitative approach, and analyzed the dialogues of Nursing students in a context mediated by an educational chat in a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). The data consisted of eight discussions among students, professors and monitors of the Rio Grande do Sul Federal University College of Nursing on the TelEduc® VLE chat on the activity called Virtual Client. The data were categorized using NVivo® software; and the information was analyzed using the Content Analysis technique. The results revealed feelings such as anxiety, fear and motivation towards hospital practice, as well as the dichotomous position of students regarding the proposed activity: some enjoyed the virtual discussions, while others preferred having discussions in person. This article presents recommendations for using educational chats in Nursing education.
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INTRODUCTION

In Brazil, the increase observed in the use of technological resources in nursing education is justified by the National Curriculum Guidelines for Nursing Courses, which refers to mastering and adequately using Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) as one of the competencies expected of nurses\(^1\). Furthermore, the Ministry of Education, established by Law 4059, that higher education institutions can include, in the pedagogical and curriculum organization of higher education courses the option of class subjects that use hybrid learning modality taking up a maximum 20% of the total course load, and with all evaluations on-campus. A hybrid modality is characterized as any didactic activity, teaching module or unit centered on self-learning that is mediated by didactic resources organized in different information support systems, including remote communication technology\(^2\).

There has been a significant increase in the use of computer and internet tools in nursing education. This fact created a need to develop studies that address the interaction between students and professors and the relationship that is established between them in the many virtual environments. It is necessary to obtain support from Linguistics to study communication in this context that, despite using writing, shows a certain level of informality and verbal communication in their statements.

The text genres (e.g. phone calls, articles, telegrams, live news) are historical phenomena composed by everyday communications and their needs. In the context of digital technology, the following genres have been highlighted: e-mail (or electronic mail), open chat, educational chat (or chat class or online chat), videoconference, discussion list, and weblog (or blog). These genres are characterized by the production of shorter sentences, abbreviation of words, the use of emoticons (a combination of characters that denote feelings), and a repetition of letters and punctuation marks\(^3\).

The educational chat, in particular, whether or not integrated to Learning Management Systems (LMS), is a digital communication tool useful in teaching, as it aims to discuss on certain content, solve doubts, and serve as a meeting point for students to work together. One specific feature of chats is the construction of the spoken text in writing because of the electronic means that is being used. In that environment, participants feel as if they were talking face-to-face. The writing from the Internet conversations confers characteristics very specific to the environment; therefore, the interaction on the online chat is conceived as being spoken, because they are dialogical in essence. The processual and dynamic nature of the chat is what brings internet conversation close to face-to-face conversation and this appears in the strategies for developing the articulation on chats, which should not be confused with a typical spoken text because there is no production of phonics\(^2\).

On the chat, each intervention is referred to as speaking turns, a concept from Conversation Analysis. Its meaning depends on the relationship and interchange with the previous and posterior turns, and are characterized when seen in the context in which they occur\(^3\). Participants of the online chat must pay close attention to the discussion that is taking place so they are able to identify the relationship between the speaking turns. The phenomenon that occurs in a chat when a user is unable to identify which previous speaking turn is being referred to in the present turn is named co-text loss\(^8\).

When using ICTs in teaching, knowledge is no longer centered on teachers, who are no longer seen by the students, but rather begin to observe them with the aim to characterize their individual differences and strengths. In the educational chat, students do not need to ask for permission to speak, neither does the virtual chat room need to be in silence for the mediator or a colleague to be able to speak. Participants can freely expose their ideas and debate on the content, therefore teacher mediation is important to maintain an organization in the virtual environment\(^8\).

Virtual Client Activity

In 2005 and 2006, the 4th-year Human Care Foundations III (ENF02001) class of the Nursing Course at Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS) developed an activity called Virtual Client on the TelEduc\(^\circ\) LMS\(^9\).

In this project, students formed groups of four to six to perform the Anamnesis and Physical Nursing Exam of a hypothetical patient, developed for at least six images provided by the professors (pictures of body segments). Based on those images, students created a fictional individual, with a respective identification, anamnesis and physical exam, describing how they observed those signs and what propedeutic techniques were used for their identification. To perform the activity, the professors provided bibliographic material and suggested reading texts that were available in the UFRGS Nursing School Library.
The students accessed the LMS using computers at home, work, or at the UFRGS Nursing School technology lab.

The activity was developed as follows: first the professors introduced students to the TelEduc® LMS, the proposed activity, the resources to be used (software to structure their work performed using Microsoft PowerPoint and Word), and then divided them into working groups. After completing the activity, the students were supposed to publish the anamnesis and physical exam with the images selected by the group on their LMS group portfolio, so that all professors and students of that class subject could access and comment on the material produced by their colleagues.

The activity lasted three days and was ended with a two-hour educational chat on the TelEduc® LMS that was coordinated by one or two professors with the support from one monitor. On the chat, students discussed about the group works, asked questions and reported how the task was performed. The professors conducted the evaluations and posted it through comments on the groups’ portfolio. The aspects observed regarded the coherence between the images, anamnesis and the physical exam of the virtual patient, as well as their participation on the chat.

The educational chat, developed after completing the Virtual Client activity, offered the students a space for them to expose their doubts regarding how the use of technology tools in nursing education, and it was also their first experience with patient care at the hospital – which was close to actually taking place after the activity. Therefore, researchers realized the need to rate and analyze the convergences and divergences in the participants’ dialogues on the chats.

OBJECTIVE

To analyze the dialogues produced by nursing students in a context mediates by an educational chat in a Learning Management Systems, after completing the Virtual Client activity.

METHOD

This is a retrospective documental study using a qualitative case study approach.

The study was developed in the Human Care Fundamentals III (ENF02001) class of the UFRGS Nursing Course with the registers (dialogues) of eight educational chats produced on the TelEduc® LMS by students, professors and monitors from the 1st semester of 2005 to the 2nd semester of 2006, adding up to 16 hours and 44 minutes of conversation.

The study counted with 190 participants, 185 of which were students (160 female and 25 male), three professors (two female) and two monitors (both female). To ensure the confidentiality of the participants’ identity, students were represented by the letter S, student groups by G, Professors by P, and Monitor by M.

The information was organized using NVivo® 7.0 software and analyzed with the help of Content Analysis following the steps of pre-analysis, material exploration, treatment of the results, inference and interpretation. The conversations from the chat sessions were grouped, read and reorganized. The originated categories were named according to the data that emerged from reading the material, by similarities or differences. It should be noted that we considered the digital genre features of the educational chat while organizing and analyzing the information.

The research project was approved by the UFRGS Research Ethics Review Board (number 2007825). A Data Use Compromise Form was adopted as per the recommendations of the review board, which was signed by all researchers, and established the commitment to the privacy and confidentiality of all data used, integrally preserving the subjects’ anonymity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the analysis of the information, the following categories emerged: Nursing students in view of their first experience of hospital practice and Students’ evaluation of the chat.

Nursing students in view of their first experience of hospital practice

This analysis category was divided into two subcategories: Expectations towards the care practice and Opinions about the Virtual Client activity.

Expectations towards the care practice

This topic, in the context of the present study, is considered as manifestations of feelings such as anxiety, fear and uncertainty in view of the hospital practice that was about to occur. These feelings are justified because it is the first experience that 4th year undergraduate students of the UFRGS Nursing Course have in the hospital, which is new to most of them, except for those who already have a technical course in the area.

Feelings are the way individuals perceive themselves and understanding those feelings allows them to understand their reaction to the world that surrounds them. Subjects become open and free, i.e., it him or herself when in touch with his or her feelings. Anxiety can be conceptualized as the fear of being hurt or losing something, and it shifts from the feelings of being scared, frightened, nervous, worried, unquiet, and unsafe.
A study performed with 2\textsuperscript{nd}-year nursing students raised their expectations in relation to the beginning of the supervised training, and showed that students were anxious about the procedures, especially in terms of performing techniques, because they were afraid of causing harm to a patient, like pain for example. The students also appeared anxious towards having contact and communicating with patients, also with the professor’s evaluation about the goals to be achieved during the training and with their own reaction to different situations, such as caring for a terminally ill patient\textsuperscript{(14)}. Those same feelings and apprehensions were observed in the dialogues as shown below:

(10:05:16) P1 says to All: How do you see your going out to the field at the hospital?

(10:06:27) G16 says to P1: We are thrilled and crazy about starting, but also a little scared.

(10:07:51) S70 says to All: Bah, I really want to start the training!!

(10:07:58) G15 says to P1: we are anxious to start the training. Actually putting all the knowledge we’ve learnt so far into practice

(10:12:00) G13 says to P1: Now in the beginning of the training it’s not so good because there’s some insecurity, but later with practice I think it improves, that’s what everyone says.

(10:21:36) S67 says to All: I think the issue is exactly that of learning to deal with and control our fears and insecurities, after all new an unexpected situation will always happen.

(10:23:48) G13 says to All: I’m afraid I won’t manage to do all the right procedures and hurt the patient because of that.

(10:24:28) G14 says to All: we’re afraid because we shake too much!!!!!!

(10:24:57) S66 says to All: I agree with G13 that an error in nursing may hurt someone and cause even more serious consequences. This is preoccupying, it won’t be a simple mistake.

The excerpt shows how anxious the students feel when the time for hospital practice is approaching them. This occurs because of their fear to the unknown, their will to practice the knowledge they have acquired in the course and the fear of harming a patient because they still lack the necessary technical skills to perform the procedures. However, despite their insecurity, students have high expectations about the practice and seek information with colleagues who are in further stages about how their first training experience was. It is observed that the students see the training as a time to learn to deal with their fears and insecurity, and that nurses have to be prepared for the unexpected, because they are aware that it is what happens in the hospital routine. They also showed they worried about a possible error, because they know they are working with lives and that implies developing a feeling of responsibility towards the patient.

The following extract shows some characteristics of the chat conversation such as the use of u (for you) and bc (because), the repetition of punctuation marks to emphasize a statement such as in we’re afraid because we shake too much!!!!!!!, and also a slang common in Southern Brazil, the Bah. Writing in a digital environment acquires specific characteristics, because there is a need to bring writing close to speech, i.e., phonic intonation, and making synchronous communication faster while the interlocutors speak-write because the environment requires fast communication\textsuperscript{(4,7)}.

**Opinions about the Virtual Client activity**

This analysis subcategory appeared while observing that the mediators would usually ask students, in the beginning of the chat, what their experience of performing the Virtual Client activity had been line, what were the easy and difficult aspects they found, and how they would evaluate the activity, i.e., if it had been useful of not for learning the investigative phase of the Nursing Process (NP). The following extract exemplifies that analysis:

(09:48:14) P1 and P2 says to All: 1st question: what was doing this activity like to you?

(09:49:09) S88 says to All: I thought it was very interesting and surprising, in the beginning I thought it would be a piece of pie, but I realized it is already very complicated without the patient, picture hat it will be like when there is one.

(09:49:38) S73 says to All: I thought it was cool and interesting, but it’s not that easy to describe what u see.

(09:51:05) S90 says to All: I didn’t thing the activity was difficult but it was interesting, we researched a lot of things we didn’t know.

(10:08:02) S87 says to P1 and P2: Prof, do you thing that an activity like this helps us a lot?? Because I thought it wasn’t enough to have an idea...

(10:08:59) G20 says to S87: I think this activity helped us a little, but we have to b in real practice to feel safer...

The body-segment images used to create the Virtual Client stimulated the students’ perceptive ability, which allowed them to describe the observed signs in detail, and also relate this information with the history they creased for that patient. The activity promoted information and knowledge exchange between the groups, in a way that each student became involved with compleeting the work\textsuperscript{(19)}.

From reading the previous extract, it is inferred that some students enjoyed the activity, despite the fact that it demanded making efforts to find information in the bib-
liography to describe what they saw on the images. One student stated that doing the activity was not enough preparation for performing the Nursing History with a real patient, while another student said it was useful but only real practice will allow them to master in performing anamneses and the nursing physical exam.

It is believed that creating a Virtual Client anticipated the reality that they will experience in the hospital environment, which may reduce the fear and distress that such experience causes on nursing students. During the activity students may make rights and wrongs, relate what they created with theory, develop creativity and realize the interaction with the classes they had already taken, generating a feeling of security in them.\(^9\)\(^{,15}\)

Furthermore, it was observed that students developed awareness about their own learning and about the learning they developed with the working group:

(11:25:40) S114 says to All: I’d like to highlight the importance of group work. Many times the work is divided, each one does one part, and it is all fragmented. In this activity we did everything as a group. The exchange of experiences is very valuable. Whenever one person didn’t know something, the other helped and that’s how it went… it was really interesting!

(11:26:58) S119 says to All: yes! I agree with you S114, it was the most interesting activity I’ve ever done, because I helped do the whole work!

(11:28:35) S123 says to All: like, when we talk, interview, exams… I mean, a patient won’t be fragmented (each person doing one part). So, I believe that team work begins since our undergraduate nursing studies.

(11:29:38) S122 says to All: I also agree… I think there were a lot of fragmented group work until now, lack of time, I mean… it was nice to do it together.

(11:29:54) S121 says to All: sometimes, what we are missing are activities that make us THINK!

(11:30:13) S122 says to All: there is a lot of group work, but we don’t always do them as a group.

(11:30:57) S123 says to All: sometimes it’s just not challenging… it’s just all the same!!

The previous extract shows that students value doing the group work, because they truly worked as a group, exchanged experiences and helped each other with the doubts that appeared. The students also realized that they have not been doing group work during their course, because the activities are fragmented between them and each one becomes responsible for a part of the work. Students emphasize they feel they need more activities that are more challenging and make them think. Therefore, we also question if the professor is able to realize that students are accommodated in the learning process and how much they actually challenge the nursing students.

Another clear awareness wakening among the students occurred when they realized that when they evaluate a patient they will not do it in parts, fragmented, but will have to see the patient as a whole and also that team work should begin during their undergraduate studies. The learning that occurs with group interaction becomes more significant when combined with personal knowledge, so the student has time to reflect, synthesize deepen, consolidate what was realized, felt and understood. Furthermore, professional knowledge is intensified by a process of active learning that includes the effective collaboration between peers, with the contextualization of the real everyday nursing problems.\(^{16\text{-}17}\)

**Student’s evaluation of the chat**

This category was divided into *Opinions about the chat* and *Using the chat tool*.

**Opinions about the chat**

This subcategory was revealed, during the analysis, when it was realized that the mediators sought to find out the students’ opinion about their experience using the education educational chat as support for the discussions. Different opinions emerged. The following is a spontaneous manifestation of the students about the tool:

(10:48:53) S30 says to All: I LOVED THIS CHAT.

(10:49:47) S35 says to All: I also loved this chat, just the fact that I don’t have to leave home with this kind of weather.

(10:53:15) S30 says to All: I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE A PAIN!!!

(10:53:19) S42 says to All: I really liked it too!

(10:53:31) S35 says to All: I’m really enjoying it, I wish we had some virtual classes.

(10:53:43) P1 e P2 says to All: Do u have any suggestions?

(10:54:20) S39 says to All: I thought the innovation was great, because going to class, sitting in a circle, that’s the routine, and sometimes we feel low-spirited about it. This way because it is a different form of discussion, it’s more interesting.

(10:54:40) S30 says to All: We could check the record at the Hospital during the training and bring back the difficulties we found to discuss here. How’s that?

(10:55:22) S42 says to All: this way of talking is interesting… but I also enjoy the circle in the classroom… it’s also very valuable.

(10:55:29) G11 says to P1 and P2: We enjoyed the experience today, but we prefer human contact. Although here everyone communicates well at the same time.

(10:59:17) S30 says to All: Girls I also agree, human contact is very good, I’m going to miss it… but I think it might be a bit easier to talk here.
A study showed that nursing graduates were satisfied or very satisfied with the online experience because of the flexibility they had to organize their study time\(^\text{(19)}\). Another study performed with nursing undergraduates compared synchronous (chats) and asynchronous (forums) online discussions with traditional face-to-face discussions and found that there were no significant differences between the control (traditional discussions) and the experimental (discussions at a distance) groups. Most students of both groups considered the discussion productive and encouraging, as they were able to express their feelings, experiences, thoughts and ideas throughout the discussions. Some students of the experimental group mentioned that using the LMS in teaching activities resulted in a smaller contact with other students, and they felt more isolated and as if they were not part of a group\(^\text{(19)}\).

The excerpt presented shows that some students enjoyed the experience of using the chat to discuss contents and found it interesting. A student calls attention to the chance that distance education (DE) offers students: because of the rainy weather on the day of the chat, she did not have to leave home to go to the university to be in class. Another student had a pre-conceived idea about the experience, thinking that the activity would be useless, i.e., unchallenging or unproductive, but she actually found the opposite.

The mediators, realizing the interest of the students in the modality, asked them if they would like to make any suggestions so the tool would continue being used, and one of them suggested the possibility of discussing the difficulties they found in understanding the technical terms on the medical records of the teaching hospital at the UFRGS School of Nursing. Others, yet, stated they preferred face-to-face discussions and human contact, but stressed that they enjoyed the educational chat activity, because it permitted them to overcome their shyness and offered the possibility for everyone to speak and be heard. Other students also pointed at the organization of the chat, emphasizing that simultaneous conversations between participants harm the general understanding of the discussion held by the larger group.

Using the chat tool

This analysis subcategory emerged because of the difficulty that some student had when using the LMS and the chat. The many individuals talking at the same time on the virtual chat can cause confusion, because the turn of speech are not necessarily in a chained sequence because the answers are not immediate and there could be some time in the data transmission, i.e., there is no linear conversation\(^\text{(18)}\). The following excerpt is an example of the confusion that may occur:

(10:21:45) S81 says to All: I’m completely lost
(10:22:02) G21 says to All: It’s really hard to understand, each person is talking about different things. What a mess.
(10:22:07) S87 says to S81: everyone’s lost S81... try to find yourself... or talk to me, hehe.
(10:22:31) M2 says to All: Let’s get organized... a question was made... everyone should answer...to everyone
(10:22:47) S87 says to All: I think it’s too many people talking at the same time... we should mix topics, or else it becomes a mess...
(10:22:47) S88 says to All: I can’t understand anything anymore, when I read a statement there’s another 10, I don’t even know what to answer first and end up forgetting the others.

In this extract it is observed that many students find themselves lost as to what was being discussed on the chat. This occurred because of the number of people interacting, and also because there were many topics being discussed at the same time, as observed in the statement by monitor 2 (M2) and a student (S87). The fact generated co-text loss, which is observed by the statement by student A88.

A study investigated the interaction and support of collaborative argumentation among students using a synchronous computer mediated tool\(^\text{(20)}\) and found that 28% of the messages exchanged between students and teachers were not in agreement with the discussion topic proposed in the educational chat. In a study performed with undergraduates\(^\text{(19)}\), 20% of educational chat time were spent managing operational problems of the tool, such as logins, crashes and slowness of the machines, which disturbed the rhythm of the conversations.

In the present study, the total time loss with side conversations was five hours and seventeen minutes or 31.56% of the analyzed chat time. The students in the referred studies\(^\text{(4,20)}\) were experienced with the tool. In this study, however, it is inferred that most of the time spent was due to the inexperience of students with conversation on an educational chat, though many of them had already used the tool for informal online chats.

CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to analyze the dialogues produced by nursing students in a context mediated by an educational chat in a Learning Management Systems after completing the Virtual Client activity. The
activity was performed by students with professor mediation and permitted to deepen the study about using the educational chat in nursing education, as it was observed which strategies students and professors used for communication and interaction in a specific time of learning for students. In this study, the Teleduc’ LMS chat was used in an on-campus class, which stimulated the conversation between mediators (professors and monitors) and students.

During the chat conversations it was identified that feelings experienced feelings of fear and anxiety because of how close they were to their practice in the hospital, something unknown in the 4th year of nursing undergraduate studies at UFRGS. However, students see the activity as an opportunity to deal with their distress and feel encouraged to be in touch, as soon as possible, with this care scenario.

The students, in general, enjoyed the Virtual Client activity, and stated that it offered them the chance to exchange experiences, help each other, do group work, contextualize the everyday of the profession, and see patients as a whole. It was through the educational chat that this exchange of experiences and knowledge between students was possible.

Two specific opinions emerged about the educational chat: while some students were satisfied with the new way to discuss the contents, others preferred the on-campus classes and discussions, thus confirming that teaching can be done in many ways, with different and creative methods and many possibilities of awakening the student to their commitment with learning.

There was consensus about the students feeling more outgoing to speak and about how easy it is to promote a meeting on the chat, considering that in this phase students are subdivided in several small training groups and meetings with the larger group do not occur as often.

As to the use of the educational chat, students often commented that they were lost as to what topic was being discussed. That occurred because of the number of participants and because the topic that was being addressed at the time was not respected, or by side conversations or by the overlap of questions out of the topic, similar to what happens in the regular classroom. Side conversations took up 31.56% of the total time of the eight analyzed chats, and resulted in several co-text losses that disturbed the flow of conversation.

Because of the literature review and the analyses that were performed, as well as the practice of the researchers, we observed some useful aspects of using educational tasks in nursing education. They include:

- Stimulates a period of informal conversations before beginning the discussions on the proposed topic, which will help those who are falling behind or with connection issues;
- The session opening time, duration, the material to be studied and whether participation is compulsory or optional should be clearly defined and be disseminated in time so everyone can prepare for the activity;
- The mediator should always work with a monitor, who will be in charge of answering doubts related to technology and solve any problems that may occur;
- With the purpose to avoid side conversations and co-text loss, students should be previously prepared by establishing the rules for online interaction. Mediators should always interfere when a discussion becomes confusing. It is suggested that each session has no more than 10 to 15 students, considering that the statements appear on the screen so fast when there are many participants, and that could discourage those who find it hard to link their own thoughts to others because of the roll bar.
- The mediator should be prepared for the chat session with predefined questions to conduct the conversation, which may be open, comparative, exploration, or content synthesis questions. Monitors should also always encourage and motivate students who are not participating;
- At the end of the chat session, the mediator should perform an evaluation of the activity with the students, with the purpose of rising criticisms and suggestions for the next online meetings.

The educational chat offers the chance to discuss on topics related to nursing, such as the nursing process, doubts regarding clinical cases, procedures, among others. Obviously, the interpersonal face-to-face contacted promoted by practice cannot be seen in the virtual environment, but, certainly, the exchange of ideas, the discussions and the debates are possible online, and will surely contribute to enhancing ideas, developing interview skills through simulation and accepting others' opinions, thus affecting the action of the future nurse. It should be noted that the nursing process is already computerized in many places that provide hospital care, which demands nurses to be skilled in informatics in order to use the system.

The potential of computer tools in nursing education is highlighted. In addition, there is a need for more studies addressing the use of ICTs with pedagogical grounding, considering the growing use of internet-mediated virtual and hybrid distance learning modalities in all sorts of courses, be that in undergraduate or graduate studies, as well as in the permanent education of students and nurses.
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